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Introduction
Leniency error has for years been a frustrating
problem confronting personnel administrators who must
rely on performance appraisals as a measure of how their
workers are performing their jobs.

Operationally it

results in negatively skewed distributions of performance appraisal ratings, with the range of workers' performance restricted to the upper segment of the scale.
Five-point scales are narrowed to three points in practice and there is little, on paper at least, to distinguish the exceptional performers from the rather unexceptional.

Furthermore, with genuinely poor performers

being rated in the middle ranges of the scales and officially labeled as "satisfactory", "average", or "acceptable", the organizations cannot justify removing such
individuals from their positions.
Researchers in this area originally recognized
that one of the principle causes of leniency, as well
as several other common rating errors, was the inadequacy of rating formats.

Examining the results of per-

formance appraisals used by Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
in the late 1940's, Stockford and Bissell (1949) found
widespread disparity in the way that raters applied
scales which had no behavioral descriptions to correspond
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with different levels of performance.

They reviewed

the ratings of 485 supervisors made by 30 managers and
found conside~able differences in leniency among the
raters.

As an example, they found that all of the su-

pervisors who worked for the most severe raters were
marked below the poorest performers who worked for the
most lenient raters.

On a 100-point scale, the stan-

dard deviation of the mean ratings given by each rater
was 12.

After revising the form to include a more be-

haviorally descriptive type of scale, the researchers
observed a standard deviation of 4.

Thus, with a more

behaviorally descriptive scale severity and leniency
were less pronounced.
As different types of rating formats were developed
research focused on trying to identify which were the
most effective in reducing errors and improving accuracy.
A significant milestone in the development of those
improved formats occurred when Smith and Kendall (1963)
published their retranslation-of-expectations (RE) procedure for using job incumbents (i.e., actual raters)
to develop behavioral expectation scales (BES) with
unambiguous anchors.

(In the literature published since

1963 the term "behavioral exoectation scales" is frequently used interchangeably with ''behaviorally anchored
rating scales", or BARS.

Actually, there were rating
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scales with behavioral anchors before 1963, but since
then researchers have often relied on Smith and Kend a ll's
RE technique as the preferred method for developing

such scales.)

Practitioners had great expectations

of the BES, but subsequent research over the next several years indicated that the scales did not live entirely up to those expectations (Jacobs, Kafry, & Zedeck, 1980).
Format Comparison Studies
Campbell, Dunnette, Arvey, and Hellervik (1973)
compared BARS developed through the RE procedure with
Likert-type summated scales.

The ratees, department

store managers, were rated on nine performance dimensions.
With respect to leniency error, the researchers found
it not as pronounced in the BARS format (mean score
of 5.91 on a 9-point scale), as in the surnmated format
(mean score of 3.03 on a 4-point scale).
Burnaska and Hollmann (1974) compared three formats:

"the Smith-Kendall type behaviorally anchored

scales, scales for the same dimensions ... but with
adjective rather than behavioral anchors, and a set
of scales measuring performance categories selected
on an a priori basis" (p.

308).

The ratees were instruc-

tors in a psychology department, and the raters were
first-year graduate students.

The researchers found
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leniency error present in all three formats and concluded that "while there is some indication that the systematically developed scales reduce the amount of leniency
error and increase the amount of variance attributable
to ratee differences, there is no evidence for the superiority of any one format" (p. 311).
Borman and Vallon (1974) took Smith and Kendall's
original set of behavioral expectation scales, which
had been developed by head nurses for use in rating
nurses' performance, and tested it on a group of raters
in a different setting from where it had been developed.
They also tested another simpler format, which contained
the same performance dimensions on numerical scales
with no behavioral anchors.

They found that the simpler

scale had a lower mean rating (6.14 to 6.43,

£

< .01),

indicating that there was more leniency error with the
behaviorally anchored format.
Keaveny and McGann (1975) had college students
in a state university's business school rate their instructors.

Two rating formats were utilized: a set

of behavioral expectation scales for thirteen performance
dimensions, and a set of graphic rating scales which
used the same definitions that were used for each of
the BES dimensions, but which provided adjectival descriptions ("completely unsatisfactory" to "excellent")
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of different performance levels.

They found no evidence

that behaviorally anchored scales reduced leniency, both
for raters who had participated in the scale development
and those who had not ~
Borman (1975) studied senior U.S. Navy officers'
ratings of junior commissioned officers, and compared
three rating formats: a behaviorally anchored format,
an unanchored format

(including the same dimensions as

in the anchored format, but rated on numerical scales),
and a trait format based on the standard Naval Officer
Fitness Report which was then in use.

The mean ratings

for the three formats, on a 9-point scale, were 6.77,
6.98 and 7.04 respectively.

There were 126 ratees, each

rated on all three formats.

Through planned comparison

analyses, Borman found that the difference between the
trait format and combination of the anchored and unanchored
formats was significant, but the anchored format did not
differ significantly from the unanchored.

The study did

not provide proof of the BES's effectiveness in reducing
leniency.
Bernardin, Alvares, and Cranny (1976) undertook to
compare behaviorally anchored and sumrnated scale rating
formats used to rate college instructors.

The behavior-

ally anchored scales were developed through the RE procedure.

The surnmated scales were developed by taking the
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definitions of the performance dimensions used in the
BES, breaking them down into their components, and listing each component (or behavioral statement) as a separate
item on the form.

The item would then be rated on a 4-

point Likert-type scale from O (strongly disagree) to 3
(strongly agree).

This was similar to the procedure used

by Campbell et al.

(1973).

Using an item analysis tech-

nique, Bernardin and his colleagues then constructed a
second set of "item-analyzed" sumrnated scales.

After

testing the scales they found significantly less leniency
with the item-analyzed scales than with the BES ,
Saal and Landy (1977) compared the mixed standard
scale format (MSS) with behavioral expectation scales.
They used two sets of BARS developed for police patrol
officers -- one for use by supervisors, and the other
for use by peers.

They then developed two sets of mixed

standard scales, utilizing anchors from the BARS as standards.

The participants in the study came from several

police departments of comparable size.

While the research-

ers found that the MSS were generally characterized by
less leniency error, the results were not consistent across
all participant agencies and for all dimensions rated.
Using a 2 X 2 experimental design, Finley, Osborn,
Dubin, and Jeanneret (1977) varied specificity of the
behavioral anchors and scale obviousness (as in mixed
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standard form a ts) to determine if either had any effect
on leniency.

They developed three scales for the eval-

uation of managers in retail department stores: behaviorally specific scales with specific anchors derived through
the retranslation of critical incidents, behaviorally general scales with descriptions of more general behaviors
as anchors, and behaviorally general-mixed standard scales
which used the anchors from the behaviorally general scales
in a randomized mixed standard format.

They found no ev-

idence of any one format being superior in reducing leniency.
Bernardin (1977) had 154 university students rate
15 faculty members in a comparison of behavioral expectation scales and two types of sumrnated scales.

The two

sets of surnrnated scales were developed similarly to those
used by Bernardin et al.

(1976).

In this research, Ber-

nardin found no significant differences with respect to
leniency among the formats, which produced mean ratings
across dimensions of 4.67, 4.64 and 4.58 on 7-point scales.
Citing the several studies comparing rating formats, and
their rather inconclusive results, Bernardin recommended
a shift in research focus to areas such as "rater-ratee
interaction effects, and ratee performance and attitudinal
responses to the appraisal process" (p. 427).
Borman (1978) attempted to see how effective BARS
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would be in eliminating errors under ideal conditions,
in order to determine the upper limits of achievable ratings.

Under laboratory conditions with organizational

factors absent, he found that most rating errors were
reduced sharply and discriminant validity was considerably
higher than what was typically found in applied studies.
(Jacobs, Kafry, and Zedeck's review, 1980, indicated that
researchers generally have found no discriminant validity
when studying BARS in applied settings.)

Borman suggested

that future research focus on the organizational factors
and constraints that may lead to rating errors c
Dickinson and Zellinger (1980) compared three formats:
a behaviorally anchored rating scale, a mixed standard
scale, and a Likert-type scale.

In developing the anchors

for the BARS and the standards for the MSS they used the
RE technique.

Although the participants reported a pref-

erence for the BARS, the researchers found the BARS and
MSS comparable with respect to their psychometric properties.

Dickinson and Zellinger also joined in the call

for a shift in the focus of performance appraisal research
to the study of the rating process itself.

Specifically,

they recommended examining such variables as organizational reward practices, organizational climate for performance raings, and anticipated uses of the ratings.
Bernardin and Kane (1980), in their critique of Latham,
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Fay, and Saari's (1979) contention that behavioral observation scales were superior to the more commonly used
BES, called for a stop to another round of format comparisons.

They recommended that research instead concentrate

on what they called the "contextual issues of appraisal,
such as rater-ratee characteristics, and organizational
variables" (p ,_ 812).
The conclusion one gets from a review of the literature on the effectiveness of BES, is that while logically
the BES format should result in more reliable ratings with
less error, there are other strong factors surrounding
the performance appraisal process which often override
the advantages of the BES over less behaviorally descriptive formats.
Other Factors Influencing Leniency
In trying to determine exactly how reliable and valid
BARS could be under ideal conditions, Borman (1978) cited
four possible reasons for unreliable ratings:

(1) the

inability of raters to observe performance in all of the
dimensions to be rated;

(2) raters' inexperience and lack

of knowledge regarding how to rate people's performance;
(3) raters' unfamiliarity with the meanings of definitions
and anchors on the rating form; and (4) the organizational
factors which in a real-life situation work against totally
objective and accurate performance appraisals.

Regarding
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those organizational factors, he referred to an observation by McCall and DeVries (Note 1) that "the general demand for raters to provide high ratings when
they must meet with the ratee subsequently to discuss
the ratings, often force performance evaluations to
reflect organizational demands rather than the true
levels of performance exhibited by ratees" (p. 135).
Other writers have touched upon the problems surrounding the rater's responsibility to provide the ratee
with feedback.

McGregor (1957), noting the resistance

to formal appraisal systems in many organizations,
suggested that one reason for that was "a normal dislike of criticizing a subordinate (and perhaps having
to argue about it)" (p. 90).

Oberg (1972) made the

following observation:
In many cases, the validity of ratings is
reduced by supervisory reluctance to making the
ratings.
Rather than confront their less effective subordinates with negative ratings, negative
feedback in appraisal interviews, and below-average salary increases, supervisors often take
the more comfortable way out and give average
or above-average ratings to inferior performers.
(p. 63)
Miner (1968) suggested that because of supervisors'
reluctance to confront employees with critical feedback, feedback should not be given where valid ratings
are necessary for administrative decisions concerning
transfers, promotions and pay raises.

He particularly
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cautioned against making feedback interviews optional,
left to the supervisor's discretion.

He believed that

with that type of an arrangement "managers who prefer
to discuss their evaluations with subordinates will
inflate them; those who do not plan to discuss their
evaluations will not inflate them.

As a result the

two types of ratings will actually be on different
scales" (p. 88).

Actually, a study by Feild and Hol-

ley (1977) reported just the opposite.

They surveyed

1,961 evaluations of employees who worked for a state
government.

The rating format consisted of seven per-

formance factors rated on a 4-point Likert-type scale 0
The decision of whether or not to discuss the ratings
with the employees was left up to the raters, and 991
of them decided to conduct feedback interviews.

The

researchers found a small (r = c l7) but statistically
signficant relationship(£< .001) between the decision
to provide feedback and lower evaluation scores.

They

also found, however, that race of the ratee acted as
a moderator variable, since for minority employees
feedback discussions were associated with higher scores.
They suggested two possible explanations for their
findings.

First, the purpose of the appraisal may

have had some effect on supervisors' decisions to give
employees negative feedback.

The organization placed
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a primary emphasis on using the appraisal as a development tool.

Secondly, with respect to the opposite

results concerning the minorities, the organization
was in the midst of an affirmative action drive and
raters may have been sensitive about upsetting minority
employees with negative feedback.
Covner (1953) felt that the communication of rating
results to employees by their supervisors was an overlooked part of the rating process.

Writing in an era

when providing such feedback was not a common practice,
Covner argued in favor of it, contending that raters'
awareness that they would have to defend their ratings
to the ratees would force them to be more objective
when rating c

He also indicated that it was not clear

if such a practice would result in more lenient ratings.
In discussing the evidence which seemed to indicate that raters' concerns about having to justify
their ratings did result in leniency, Miner (1968)
cited the findings of Brooks in an unpublished study
of the U.S. Army's performance appraisal system.

Brooks

discovered that raters did inflate ratings because
of the opportunity given ratees to review and appeal
the evaluations (Note 2).
The first significant study of the feedback interview's effect on leniency in performance appraisal
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was reported by Stockford and Bissel (1949).

They

went into a company in which the practice had been
to keep performance appraisal results secret from the
employees.

Two weeks after regular performance apprais-

als had been submitted the researchers asked 30 raters
to once again rate their subordinates and then explain
the ratings to the ratees in feedback interviews c
There was a significant jump in the mean score of the
ratings from 60 when the ratings were secret, to 84
when feedback was provided.

The ratings were made

on a 100-point scale r
Sharon and Bartlett (1969) found a similar effect
when they tested two of Wherry's corollaries (to his
theory of performance rating) which dealt with rater
bias.

Those corollaries, cited from a 1952 research

report by R. J. Wherry (Note 3), were:
Corollary lla.
Ratings obtained under experimental
conditions (i.e., to be used only to improve instruments, methods, or the like for the good of
the organization) will be more accurate than those
obtained under actual on-the-job conditions where
resulting administrative action will or may affect
the ratee .
Corollary 12a.
Knowledge that the rating may have
to be justified to the ratee may cause the rater
to recall a higher proportion of favorable perceptions, and thus lead to leniency. (p. 13)
The researchers set up four experimental conditions.

The instructions given to the raters in the

respective conditions were that the ratings: "(a) were
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to be used for experimental purposes only (control);
(b) were to be used for evaluation purposes by supervisor;

(c) had to include the identification of the

rater; and (d) had to be justified by the rater to
the ratee" (p. 254).

They labeled the four groups

Control, Evaluation, Identification, and Justification
respectively.

They expected that ratings made under

the three biasing conditions would be more lenient
and show less variability than ratings made under the
Control condition.

The ratees were 14 graduate assis-

tant instructors, and the raters were 1,046 college
students, with each instructor being evaluated by about
75 students,

The Justification condition involved

a face-to-face meeting between rater and ratee to discuss the evaluation.

Two different types of rating

formats, forced-choice and graphic, were also compared.
No differences among the four conditions were
found when the forced-choice format was used, but with
the graphic format there were significant differences.
When raters were told that the ratings would be used
for administrative purposes (Evaluation), or when they
had to personally justify their ratings to the ratees
(Justification), the ratings were significantly more
lenient(~< .001) than under the other two conditions.
Interestingly, requiring raters to sign their names
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to the ratings (Identification) did not produce more
lenient ratings than when raters could rate anonymously
and solely for research purposes (Control).

There

was also no difference in leniency between the Evaluation and Justification conditions.

A

"tentative

conclusion" of the researchers was that "expected identification in a face-to-face situation results in more
favorable ratings, by some but not all raters, than
does a relatively impersonal identification such as
placing a name on the rating form" (p. 262).
From social psychology research comes evidence
of a natural reluctance among individuals to deliver bad
news.

Rosen and Tesser (1970) called it the "MUM Ef-

fect", using MUM as an acronym for keeping "mum about
undesirable messages" (p. 253).

They were concerned

about whether or not the MUM Effect would occur in a
controlled experiment in which the influencing factors
which might inhibit or facilitate it were absent c
They identified those factors as: "(a) target's prior
behavior toward communicator;

(b) stabilized social

relationships between communicator and audience;

(c) com-

municator should not be author/originator of undesirable message;

(d) no rewards to communicator for trans-

mitting message" (p. 253).

Controlling for those fac-

tors, they found that subjects were still unwilling
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to transmit a message verbally to someone, if they
were led to believe that the message involved bad news.
Perhaps one of the ironies in our progress toward
developing more objective performance appraisal systems, is that our adoption of more behaviorally descriptive rating forms occurred as more organizations were
realizing the benefits, with respect to employee-development, of providing employees with feedback on their
performance.

While the new formats were better tailored

than their predecessors to reduce leniency, the requirement to provide feedback in an appraisal interview
may have influenced raters to be more lenient e
When Covner (1953) was arguing in favor of providing feedback on performance, he noted that while
companies were making efforts to train supervisors
how to observe and rate performance, they were not
training them in effective interviewing techniques r
Solem (1960) analyzed 75 appraisal interviews conducted
by managers in government and industry, and found th a t
more than two-thirds of the interviewers impaired interview processes and outcomes by either talking too much
or using too many negative motivational techniques.
Meyer, Kay and French (1965) found ratee defensiveness over criticism to be a major problem in the
performance appraisal interview.

The defensiveness
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often resulted from employees overrating themselves
before the performance appraisal interview, and then
becoming disappointed when finding out how their supervisors had rated them.

(That does not necessarily

mean that the ratings were severe -- just that employees generally have a more favorable perception of their
performance c )

Also, because of the tendency of some

supervisors to save feedback until the performance appraisal interview, employees were being denied the
immediate feedback that was necessary for development.
The researchers therefore recommended day-to-day coaching as a more effective way of providing performance
feedback than the performance appraisal interview.
Generally, they felt that the performance appraisal
interview is plagued by simultaneously having to serve
two purposes which are contrary to each other

that

of providing written justification for any administrative decisions which may affect the employee's career,
and that of helping an employee to improve his performance.

The first puts the rater in a somewhat formal

and authoritative position; yet, to be effective in
accomplishing the second purpose, he must come across
as informal, helpful, and understanding.

Burke and

Wilcox (1969) made the same observation: "Asking a
manager to evaluate a subordinate's performance and
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recommend positive changes (judging) while simultaneously emphasizing the need to be employee-centered and
supportive (helping) would demand a reconciliation of
two incompatible systems of management" (p.

304).

The

conflict is not one which is easily resolved by raters.
One technique which raters may often use is to
slip any criticism they may have between two slices of
praise.

Farson (1963) suggested that perhaps there

is an overuse of praise as a result:
Our enthusiastic belief that praise is pleasing to people has resulted in its becoming a piece
of psychological candy.
We sugarcoat blame with
praise, or use the "sandwich technique" whereby
praise is followed by reproof, then again by praise.
(p. 63)
Taught to use this technique when conducting a performance
appraisal interview, supervisors may be prone to exaggerate a ratee's modest prowess in some areas in order
to make that criticism which must be delivered concerning the ratee's weakness in another area more palatable.
The net effect might be more leniency.
Stockford and Bissell's (1949) research was conducted in an organization in \vhich raters had not normally been required or expected to provide feedback
on appraisal results.

The raters also did not expect

that they would someday be asked to do that; consequently, the dramatic results the researchers observed with
respect to leniency when a requirement for a feedback
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interview was suddenly imposed, may have been somewh a t
exaggerated.

The study which is the subject of this

paper was undertaken in order to see if the same effect
would occur in a contemporary organizational setting,
in which the raters have always been trained, expected,
and required to conduct performance appraisal interviews.
The study offered some of them an opportunity to rate
their subordinates without having to provide feedback
interviews .

In order to measure differences in leniency,

supervisors' ratings of their subordinates were compared
to previously made ratings on an alternative rating
format, and to unsigned peer ratings.
Since the development and use of peer ratings was
an essential part of the study, a discussion of their
background, advantages and disadvantages follows.
The Research on Peer Evaluations
The peer evaluations which have been studied and
used fall into three general categories: peer nominations, peer ratings, and peer rankings.

In their re-

view of the literature about peer evaluations, Kane and
Lawler (1978) found that peer nominations were the most
commonly used, and peer rankings were the least common.
Commenting on the peer rating, they noted that for feedback purposes it is very useful, but that it is also
"characterized by lower levels of reliability (than
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peer nominations) stemming from the inability of any
but the most advanced rating scale techniques to cope
with the substantial increase in the potential for disagreement among group members" (p. 579).
Since our concern here is with leniency error, we
are of necessity limited to the peer rating format,
but research on the others has some relevance concerning the the reliability and biases of peers as raters ~
Generally, peer evaluations have been shown to
be an excellent source of evaluative information about
workers' performance (Lewin
1978).

& Zwany, 1976; Kane & Lawler,

Cederblom (1980) attributed the effectiveness

of peer evaluations to three reasons:

(1) the use of

multiple raters to rate one individual;

(2) the frequent

contact among members of the peer group, which enables
them to observe a relatively large number of criterionrelated behaviors; and (3) their ability to see behaviors which the supervisor would not normally see.
nesearch on peer evaluations has shown them to be
predictors of future success, particularly in leadership positions.

Amir, Kovarsky and Sharon (1970) found

that peer nominations made at early stages of a soldier's
training reliably predicted future promotions in the
soldier's career, with correlations between .6 and .7.
Swanson and Johnson (1975) found that flight school
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instructor pilots who were described by their peers
as ranking high in the leadership component constructs
of consideration and structure, later scored higher
than others in several criterion measures.

Do-wney,

Medland and Yates (1976) found that peer nominations
of UoS. Army colonels were reliable predictors of which
individuals would later be promoted to the rank of general.

Roadman (1964) found that peer ratings made by

managers as part of a training course, were effective
predictors of which managers would receive promotions
over the next two years.

Mayfield (1972) reported that

peer nominations by life insurance agents during a threeweek training school were effective in predicting future
performance within the following year.
One reservation which potential users may have
about peer evaluations is the effect of a possible friendship bias.

Hollander (1956) examined that possibility

regarding peer nominations for future success, made
by officer candidates in the UcS. Navy's officer candidate school.

He collected nominations at three in-

tervals during the training period, and found that there
were significantly more friends nominated at the beginning than at later stages.

He concluded that while

there was evidence of some strong friendship bias, it
was not strong enough to affect the technique's validity.
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Mayfield (1972), in his study of peer nominations by
life insurance agents, found through a factor analysis
that general sociability and one's ability to form close
personal relationships were two of the three factors
which accounted for 88% of the total variation in the
nominations.

He considered his results to be indicative

of a much stronger friendship bias than Hollander had
found, but he also noted some significant differences
between the populations examined in the two studies c
The Hollander study's nominations endeavored to predict
leadership success for military officers, while Mayfield's
dealt with salesmanship.

Mayfield opined that general

friendliness would be more relevant to a salesman's
success than it would be to that of a military leader.
Related to concerns over friendship bias is the
question of whether or not racial bias would affect
results in peer evaluations.
studies concerning this.

There were two conflicting

DeJung and Kaplan (1962) dem-

onstrated that when soldiers were asked to rate their
peers on a combat aptitude evaluation form, blacks rated
other blacks with more leniency than they rated whites.
White raters also gave higher ratings to white ratees
than they gave to blacks, but the effect was not as
statistically significant as it was with the black raters.
Noting the relatively greater numbers of whites in each
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unit, the researchers suggested that a friendship bias
may have entered into the ratings of blacks since,
due to their small numbers, they were probably ratin g
their closest friends when they were rating other blacks r
That would not have been the case for white raters.
In a later study, conducted in an organization
in which the numbers of blacks and whites were about
equal, Schmidt and Johnson (1973) found no evidence
of a racial bias in peer ratings.

Workers rated one

another on two traits -- drive and assertiveness, and
future success (

In addition to the absence of leniency

based on race, "black and ~1hite raters were found to
show relatively high levels of discriminant and convergent validity in assessing black ratees, white ratees,
and combined groups" (p. 240).
The police patrol officer's job has been considered
by some researchers to be particularly appropriate
for the use of peer evaluations, because there are
long periods during which an officer is seen much more
by his colleagues than by his supervisor (Landy, Farr,
Saal & Freytag, 1976; Saal & Landy, 1977).

Carlson

(1976), in a study comparing supervisors' ratings,
peer ratings, and evaluations by citizens who had had
recent contact with the police, found that the peer
ratings were better predictors of the citizens'
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evaluations than were the supervisors' ratings.

This

was particularly true with regard to officers who were
considered relatively poor performers by the citizens.
Peers and supervisors were generally in agreement regarding their evaluations of the good performers.
Azen, Snibbe, Fabricatore and Earle (1974) compared peer rankings of police trainees with two subsequent evaluations by supervisors -- one on a graphic
rating format, and the other on a paired-comparison
format.

Concerned with the evaluation of selection

instruments for identifying police trainees who had
the greatest potential for success, they reported that
the peer ranking was highly predictive of future performance.

They noted that "it is reasonable to assume

that many attitudes and actions hidden from selection
interviewers, background investigators, and training
staff are observed by peers and evaluated in a manner
relevant to later field performance" (p. 84).
Balch (1974) implemented a paired-comparison method
of ranking police officers, and had both supervisors
and peers use it in three different police departments.
He reported high correlations (.70 to .85) between
the peers' and supervisors' rankings in all three agen-

.

cies.
User resistance may be a roadblock to the adoption
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of peer evaluations in some organizations.

The research

suggests that whether or not people want peer evaluations
depends to a great extent on how the evaluations are
to be used.

Cederblom and Lounsbury (1980) found a

distinct dislike of peer evaluations among college
faculty members, particularly if they were to be used
for administrative decisions concerning promotion and
tenure.

A little more than one-half of the participants

also reported that the evaluations had little or no
feedback value, but as the researchers pointed out,
whether or not peer evaluations are perceived as being
a useful feedback source probably depends on how much
opportunity the users have to observe one another's
performance.

Cederblom and Lounsbury also took note

of the dual functions of performance appraisals by
supervisors -- administrative and feedback -- and suggested that those same conflicting purposes would affect
the use of peer evaluations.

That is, if peer evalua-

tions are to serve as feedback they should not also
be used for administrative decisions.

Downey, Medland

and Yates (1976) found little support (less than 50%)
among senior Army officers for using peer nominations
in ~aking selections for promotion (43%), enrollment
in senior service colleges (47%), and job assignments

(29 o/:, ).
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Regarding the feedback function of peer evaluations,
Roadman (1964) reported that 98% of the managers who
were attending a training course considered peer ratings
made during the course to be a valuable educational and
training experience.

The ratings were unsigned, made

known to each participant by an instructor in an informal interview, and had no bearing on the participants' future careers c
There are inconclusive results from the research
rega rding whether or not peer evaluations are more
lenient than supervisors' evaluations.

Springer (1953)

compared peer and supervisor evaluations of a manufacturing division's workers in a major aircraft company.
The supervisors' ratings included evaluations by immediate supervisors and supervisors at the next level.
The peer ratings were unsigned.

Springer did not in-

dicate whether or not the supervisors' ratings had
to be disclosed to the workers.

Peers and supervisors

rated the workers on five dimensions (job knowledge,
job performance-quality, job performance-quantity,
cooperation, and general fitness for promotion), using
a behavior-sample rating format in which five levels
of performance for each dimension were described with
behavioral samples.

He found that peers gave more

lenient ratings (p < .01) in four of the five dimensions.
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No significant differences were noted with respect
to the dimension of job performance-quality.
Klimoski and London (1974) compared peer, supervisor, and self-ratings of nurses.

Self-ratings tended

to be higher, but there was no significant difference
between mean scores of the peer and supervisor ratings.
Lawler (1967) reported that age and seniority of the
ratees interacted with the comparative leniency of
peer and supervisor evaluations.

Managers with less

seniority were generally rated higher by superiors than
by peers, while older and more senior managers enjoyed
higher ratings from peers.
Borman (1974), Lawler (1967), and Landy et al.
(1976) all cautioned against assuming that ratings
by supervisors and peers measure exactly the same thing.
Because of the different perspectives between peers
and supervisors, a performance rating scale developed
for one group does not necessarily have validity for
the other.

Care must be taken, therefore, when deciding

whether the ratings should be combined or used to complement one another (Schneier, 1977).

Schneier recom-

mended that if a single set of rating scales is to be
developed for use by both groups, both supervisors
and peers should be involved in the scaling process
to determine which behavior specimens are selected as
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anchors.

Additionally, there should be a measure taken

of observational frequency of the specimens by the
peers -- that is, how likely are the peers to be able
to observe the anchors on the form?
In 1976 Lewin and Zwany conducted an in-depth
review of the literature on peer evaluations and reported
substantial evidence existing for the following conclusions:
(1) Friendship does have a biasing effect upon
the validity of peer ratings in some situations.
(2) Racial prejudices are apparently strong influences upon peer ratings in most situations.
(3) Length of acquaintanceship is important only
as it provides information relevant to the
rating criteria ('
(4) Interaction relevancy is the crucial variable.
(5) Face-to-face interaction is unnecessary so
long as relevant behaviors are available to
the raters.
(6) Within very broad limits of group homogeneity,

peer evaluations are stable across groups,
and accurately predict future success in situations where the group composition changes.
(p. 443)
Purpose of This Study
Past research has indicated that even with sophisticated, behaviorally based rating formats, rating
errors still occur because of rater-ratee interaction.
This study examines one of those errors, leniency, as it
relates to the performance appraisal feedback interview.
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The research suggests that when feedback interviews are
required, raters tend to rate more leniently.
In order to examine the relationship between rating leniency and feedback interviews, a study was conducted in a municipal police department ~

Overall ratings

of patrol officers' performance were collected from four
sources:

(1) supervisory ratings on a graphic rating in-

strument using general adjectival anchors, with feedback
interviews required;

(2) supervisory ratings on behav-

ioral expectation scales, with feedback interviews required;

(3) supervisory ratings on behavioral expectation

scales, with no feedback interviews required; and (4) peer
ratings on behavioral expectation scales, with no feedback
interviews required c
The graphic rating instrument, which the organization had been using as a part of its performance appraisal system, will be referred to as the "old form".
The behavioral expectation scales were developed for this
study, and will be called the "new form".
It was expected by the researcher that whenever
ratings of officers were made under a feedback condition,
they would be generally higher, or more lenient, than
ratings made under a no-feedback condition.

Carrying

that one step further, if pairs of ratings were collected for each ratee, one rating under a feedback
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condition and the other under a no-feedback condition,
they could be compared to determine if leniency were
affected by the condition.
Two analyses were made.

That was done in this study.

First, the supervisory rating

on the behaviorally anchored scales (new form) with
no feedback was compared to the supervisory rating
on the graphic rating instrument (old form) with feedback.

Subtracting the new-form score from the old-form

score for each officer, yielded a difference score
which was used as an index of leniency.

The difference

scores for each of the officers under a particular
supervisor were then averaged to produce a mean difference score for that supervisor c

The supervisors in

this comparison were the subjects of a no-feedback
group.
Mean difference scores for another set of supervisors who were the subjects of a feedback group were
also calculated by subtracting each ratee's new-form
score from his old-form score, but in this comparison
the new-form ratings were followed by feedback interviews; consequently, the difference scores were determined by subtracting one feedback rating from another
feedback rating.
Since it was expected that the existence of a
feedback interview would have a significant effect
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on the leniency of the rating, and consequently the
magnitude of the difference score, the following was
hypothesized:
Htpothesis 1: In the old-form/new-form analysis,
t e difference scores of subjects in the no-feedback group would be greater than the difference
scores of subjects in the feedback group.
The old-form/new-form analysis was potentially
vulnerable to sources of error resulting from differences
in the rating formats, and the possible existence of
historical effect, so the second analysis was made
using just the BES rating format.

Supervisors' ratings

under both feedback and no-feedback conditions were compared with peer ratings.

All of the peer ratings were

made anonymously (i.e., with no feedback) and concurrently with the supervisors' ratings.
For supervisors who were subjects in the no-feedback group, difference scores were calculated by subtracting each officer's peer rating from his supervisory rating, which was also made without a feedback
requirernento

Again, a mean difference score was cal-

culated for each subject.

The same procedure was used

to determine difference scores for supervisors in the
feedback group, but their supervisory ratings were
followed by feedback interviews.

Since the existence

of a feedback interview was expected to have a significant influence on the leniency of the ratings, the
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following was hypothesized:
Hy¥othesis 2: In the supervisor/peer analysis, the
di ference scores of subjects in the feedback group
would be greater than the difference scores of subjects in the no-feedback group.

Method
Subjects
Participants in the study were patrol sergeants
and officers in a municipal police departrnent o

Of the

department's 400 sworn members (i.e., employees with
powers of arrest), 17 sergeants and 99 officers were
included in the study.

Originally, all of the 20 ser-

geants in the patrol section and the officers under
their supervision were invited to participate.

Par-

ticipation was voluntary, however, and three of the
supervisors decided against it c

Since the supervisor/

peer analysis entailed comparing a sergeant's ratings
of his officers with the officers' ratings by their
co-workers, a sergeant's decision not to participate
automatically eliminated from the study those officers
whom he supervised .
The 17 sergeants who elected to participate were
required to evaluate each of their officers on the BES
rating form.

The 99 officers were asked to use the

same form to evaluate the other officers in their work
units, or squads.

All 99 were automatically included

in the study as ratees by virtue of their respective
supervisors' decisions to participate, but their participation as raters was voluntary.

Sixty-eight of
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the officers decided to participate fully by rating
their peers.
All 17 sergeants were males, 15 white and two black.
The three supervisors who decided not to participate
were white males.

Of the 99 officers, 82 were white

males, ten were black males,

six were white females,

and one was a black female.

The one black female, one

white female,

five black males, and 24 white males chose

not to complete the peer evaluations ~

The sergeants

ranged in age from 28 to 49, and in experience on the
department from eight to 21 years.
cers ranged from 21 to 49.

Ages for the offi-

Some had been on the depart-

ment for as little as one year, while one was in his 24th
year.

The organization assigned officers to squads

randomly for the most part, so officers of varying age,
gender, and race were distributed fairly evenly among
all 17 squads.
The squads varied in size.

Some sergeants super-

vised eight officers, while others had as few as four.
The numbers of officers from each squad who participated
in the peer evaluations varied from two on some squads
to five on others.
The organization's performance appraisal system
required all supervisors to submit semiannual evaluations
on their subordinates on March 1st and September 1st
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each year.

The study began six weeks after the submis-

sion of the September 1st evaluations so that they could
be used in the old-form/new-form analysis.
Assignment of the sergeants to either the feedback
or no-feedback condition was made randomly before they
were introduced to the study.

After they were given

their BES rating forms and instructions they decided
whether or not they would participate.

Two from the

feedback group and one from the no-feedback group dropped
out.

That left 45 officers assigned to the eight ser-

geants in the feedback group, and 54 to the nine sergeants in the no-feedback group.
Measures
There were two reasons why the new rating form had
to be developed for use in the study.

First, supervi-

sors' past experience in using the old form to rate their
subordinates would probably have influenced their ratings
had they been asked to rate their people again, only
without providing feedback interviews.

Secondly, the old

form had been developed solely for the use of supervisors, so its validity as a peer-rating instrument was
questionable.

Since the study called for the compari-

son of peer and supervisory ratings on a common form,
it was essential that that form have validity for both
groups of raters.
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A

methodology described by Jacobs (1979), and pat-

terned after Smith and Kendall's (1963) retranslationof-expectations technique, was used to develop the new
form.

The technique has been used by a number of re-

searchers in recent years to develop behaviorally anchored
ratin g scales for various occupational positions.

Jacobs

used it for police officers.
Jacobs started his process by having a cormnittee
of five sergeants meet and discuss the police officer's
job in order to define a list of relevant performance
dimensions.

Each corrnnittee member was then asked to

write five behavioral examples for each dimension.
Each set of five behaviors for a dimension was to represent five varying levels of job performance from outstanding to poor.

The behavioral examples were then

randomly ordered in a survey and circulated to samples
of 15 sergeants and officers.

Those individuals were

asked to examine each behavioral item and make two determinations:
(1) They were to designate which of the performance

dimensions they thought the item most applicable
to.
(2) They were to rate it on a scale of 1 to 7, 1
representing poor performance and 7 representin g
outstanding performance.
Hhen Jacobs analyzed his results, he set three criteria for retaining an item for use in the scales:
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(1) At least 70% of the individuals surveyed had
to allocate the item to the same dimension.
(2) The standard deviation of the performance-level
ratings assigned to an item could not be more
than 1.5.
(3) The mean ratings assigned to an item by the
two groups of raters, officers and sergeants,
could not differ significantly, based on at-test
and a significance level of£ < r 05.
In the present study the initial list of eleven
performance dimensions was developed and defined by
the researcher after reviewing the department's most
recent job-analysis information on the position, and
the performance appraisal forms of fifteen other police
departments of comparable size.

That list of dimensions

with their definitions was then given to a panel of five
experienced sergeants.

Each sergeant was asked to re-

view the dimensions for accuracy and completeness, and
then to write five behavioral examples for each dimension,
with the examples representing varying levels of performance from outstanding to poor.
Jacobs used officers (ratees) in the devlopment
of his scales to ensure that raters and ratees agreed
on the dimensions and performance levels represented
by the various job behaviors.

In this study officers'

inputs were also solicited, but mainly because they would
also later be using the form as raters.

Whereas Jacobs

had the officers allocate and rate the behaviors, just
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as the sergeants did, it was felt by this researcher
that a measure of observability from the officers was
more important than their allocation of the items to
the respective dimensions.

Schneier (1977) recoTIIl11ended

such a measure when developing BARS for use by both
supervisors and peers, because the job behaviors which
each group is likely to observe may differ.
The behavioral items which had been generated by
the conunittee of sergeants were randomly ordered into
a series of rating surveys.

The surveys were then dis-

tributed to each of the 20 squad supervisors in the
patrol section, and to an officer on each squad.

Ser-

geants were asked to allocate each item to its most applicable dimension, and then rate its performance level
on a 7-point scale.

Officers were asked to rate each

item's observability on a 4-point Likert-type scale,
and then rate its performance level on the 7-point scale.
By not requiring officers to allocate items to dimensions, the same survey form could be distributed to both
groups of raters, and officers were not burdened with a
more tedious survey than their supervisors received ~
(With over 200 items to be rated, it was necessary to
require no more work of the participants than was absolutely necessary in order to maintain their cooperation.)
The surveys listed 231 behavioral items.

Tabulating
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the survey results, it was found that 201 of the items
met the 70% allocation criterion.

For each of those,

the following data were calculated: mean observability
rating by officers, performance level ratings by both
sergeants and officers (including mean ratings, standard
deviations, and numbers of raters in each group), and
observed and critical t-values for items in which the
two groups of raters appeared to differ.
Twelve items were eliminated because supervisors
and peers differed significantly in their ratings of
those items.

Another was eliminated because the perfor-

mance-level ratings which supervisors assigned to it
had a standard deviation of more than 1.5.
In the observability ratings, a score of 1 indicated
that a peer would be very likely to notice the behavior,
while a 4 meant that the behavior would likely go unobserved by a peer.

Most items had a mean observability

rating of less than 2.5.

For ten scales, the items

selected were predominantly those with observability
ratings of less than 2.5.

In a few of the scales, two

or three items of lesser observability (2.5 - 2 o9) were
included, but there was no need to use an item with an
observability rating greater than 3.0.
was the dimension of written expression.

The one exception
Since officers

seldom have the opportunity to review the reports of
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their fellow officers, the behaviors that were representative of this dimension were generally not considered
noticeable by the officers.

Because of that the written

expression scale was not considered valid for use by
peers, and, although used by participants when they
completed the rating form, was not included in the analysis

of

the study' s results.

The scaled behavioral items were used to construct
a set of eleven BARS which were then formed into a rating
booklet (

(See Appendix.)

In the design of the booklet,

an idea was borrowed from Klimoski and London (1974),
who asked nurses to rate their peers on a set of BARS_
They gave each rater a list of her peers with a code
letter assigned to each name.

The rater was then to

print the code letter of the ratee at that point on the
scale which most represented the ratee's level of performance.

That procedure, which was used in this study

as well, enabled each rater to rate all of her peers
on the same rating form (substantially reducing costs)
and ensured that the raters were at least exposed to
the behavioral anchors when deciding how to rate other
individuals.
The old form required supervisors to rate their
subordinates on nine performance dimensions, using a
5-point scale, with points on the scale defined as:
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5 - little room for improvement; 4 - above average;

3 - average; 2 - below average but acceptable; and 1 unacceptable.

The nine performance dimensions were

listed on the form with the following definitions:
JUDGMENT:
Observation and assessment of a situation
and the ability to react appropriately.
INITIATIVE:
Individual personal performance without direct supervision or command; consider willingness to perform at a level higher than normally
required.
DEPENDABILITY:
Predictable job behaviors, including
promptness and reaction to boredom, stress, and
criticisms.
APPEARANCE:
Professional bearing as determined
by overall neatness, dress, grooming, and cleanliness.
RELATIONS WITH OTHERS:
Ability to deal with people
contacted during the performance of duty.
USE AND CARE OF EQUIPMENT AND PROPERTY:
Knowledge
and demonstrated skills in the use of firearms and
other Department property and equipment.
JOB KNOvJLEDGE:
Demonstrated awareness and knowledge
of the particular position and their application
as they relate to the particular job classification.
ATTITUDE:
General orientation toward law enforcement, including professionalism, integrity, attitude toward the Department, and compliance with
rules, directives and orders.
PHYSICAL ABILITY:
Ability to perform the physical
activities required by assigned job position.
Procedure
The study was begun several weeks after all 17
subjects had completed the semiannual performance appraisals on their officers, using the old form.

This was in
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the normal course of their job responsibilities, and
when completing the appraisals they had no knowledg e
that those evaluations would later be examined for research purposes.
It was decided by the researcher that running the
no-feedback group first would make it easier to explain
to the participants the existence of two groups,

since

the feedback requirement could be introduced later (when
running the feedback group) as if it were an afterthoughtp
The researcher met with each squad at the beginning
of its shift to explain the study and request that the
squad members participate.

Each sergeant and officer

in the no-feedback group were given copies of the rating
booklet, instructions for completing it, a list of fellow
squad members with designated code letters by each name,
envelopes addressed to the researcher, and a two-page
explanation of the study

The written explanation iden-

tified the study's primary purpose as the development
and evaluation of a new rating form.

(That was the

primary purpose of the study from the agency's standpoint .

In return for developing the new rating form,

the researcher was given permission by the agency's
chief administrator to ma nipulate the feedback condition
and use the data for this paper.)

Participants were

not informed of the rese a rcher's intention to examine
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the effect of the feedback interview on leniency since
such knowledge would likely have influenced the subjects'
performance in the study.
The written instructions explained how a rater
was to determine an individual's rating on a behaviorally
anchored rating scale, and prescribed the use of code
letters rather than actual names when marking the rating
booklets.

At each meeting the researcher read the writ-

ten explanation of the study and the instructions to the
participants, and then answered any questions.

The con-

fidentiality of the ratings, and the confidentiality
of any individual's decision not to participate were
stressed r

It was also emphasized that in order to make

reliable comparisons between supervisory and peer ratings,
it was absolutely essential that participants not discuss
their ratings among themselves since any discussion
could affect the objectivity of the raters' assessments.
Additionally, the officers were instructed not to rate
themselves .
In addition to rating their subordinates in the
rating booklets, the supervisors were asked to transfer
those ratings to individual summary sheets.
ure 1.)

(See Fig-

Later, supervisors who were in the feedback

condition would need to use the summary sheets during
their feedback interviews, since the marked rating
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Rating Summary

OFFICER:
(Use code letter only.)
low

1

Interpersonal Relations

average

2

3

4

high

5

LJ j_J I 11_ 1I_J I

6

7

I I_____

Health & Physical Condition

LJ[]I ILJI_ _iLJ
_ il_JLJ_JI_II Ii_
LJI_Jnl 101 II_J
0~1 II II_JI ii I
LJ I 1n □ n1 II I
'-I _J □ unuu
_ I_JLJ 1n ._ 11_
_ IOI II !D II.____.

Written Expression

i_ JLJO

Oral Expression

!_JI 1D □□ n l_J

Dependability
Adaptability
Appearance & Demeanor
Equipment Maintenance &
Operation
Knowledge
Initiative
Judgment & Decision Making

Figure 1: Rating Summary Sheet
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I
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booklet would complicate an interview by indicating to
an officer how his peers had been rated.

In order to

standardize conditions as much as possible, supervisors
in the no-feedback group were also instructed to complete
the rating summary sheets.
One of the ten supervisors in the no-feedback group
elected not to participate.

After the other nine super-

visors turned in their completed rating booklets and
summary sheets, the researcher began meeting with the
ten squads assigned to the feedback group.

In addition

to the materials that had been distributed to participants in the no-feedback group, each officer and supervisor in the feedback group was given a questionnaire.
The questionnaires
for ratees

one designed for raters, the other

were developed in order to explain the in-

troduction of a feedback interview requirement.

Par-

ticipants on the squads assigned to the feedback condition, were told that in order to generate a little
more critical feedback on the new rating format,

super-

visors who had not yet participated in the study were
being asked to provide their officers with feedback
interviews about their ratings on the new form.

Then

both sergeants and officers were to complete the raters'
and ratees' questionnaires respectively, and return them
to the researcher.

Besides enabling the researcher
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to mask the experimental manipulation, the questionnaires served as a check to ensure that the subjects in
the feedback condition actually conducted the feedback
interviews.
While cooperation from the officers was about the
same from both groups, some supervisors balked at participating fully when the feedback interview requirement was introduced.
at all.

Two elected not to participate

Another initially chose not to participate

because he found the scales too difficult to use, but
after being provided some additional training by the
researcher he agreed to give it a try.

Three super.

visors completed the rating booklets and turned them in,
but without having provided any feedback interviews.
After a personal contact by the researcher, they took
their rating summary sheets back and agreed to provide
feedback to their officers.

Interestingly, on the sum-

mary sheets that one of them returned later, there was
clear evidence that some of the ratings had been adjusted upward from their original positions.
Originally it was planned to begin the study in
mid-October, about six weeks after the September 1st
regular performance appraisals were due.

It had been

estimated that it would take two to three weeks to run
each group; thus, the entire study would have been
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completed by mid-December, thereby limiting the influence of historical effect on the old-form/new-form
analysis.

Unfortunately, however,

some participants

were slower than expected in completing their appraisals,
so the study was not finished until mid-January.

That

resulted in as much as a three and one-half month lag
between some of the old-form and new-form ratings, and
fluctuations from historical effect may have had some
effect on the comparisons.
After the scores were collected and tabulated,
correlations were calculated between the old-form and
new-form supervisory rating scores, and between the
new-form supervisory and peer rating scores.

The cor-

relations, which were calculated both within squads
and over the entire set of scores for each condition,
were to serve as indices of how closely the new form
and peer ratings measured what the old form and supervisory ratings were supposed to measure (i.e., police
officer job performance).
Prior to the calculation of difference scores,
the scores of each comparison group were converted to
standard scores.

That was necessary because of differ-

ences among the comparison groups in their distribution
means and variances, and, in the old-form/new-form
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analysis, the comparison of scores from a 5-point scale
to those from a 7-point scale.

Results
Old-form/New-form Analysis
The comparisons of old-form to new-form scores were
made without the new form's oral and written expression
scores, since those dimensions were not rated on the old
form .

In obtaining the old-form scores from the officers'

personnel folders, it was discovered that several were
missing .

Of the 99 officers who were rated on the new

form, only 87 had old-form scores on file ,

The old-form/

new-form analysis, therefore, including the calculation
of standard scores, was based on just those 87 pairs of
scores .
The overall correlations of old-form to new-form
scores were .62 and .29 for the no-feedback and feedback
groups respectively.

The low correlation for the feedback

group was attributed primarily to two squads (

There was

evidence (supported in part by the experimenter's personal knowledge) of a strong historical effect on one of
those squads, while the old-form scores on the other squad
reflected almost no variability (i e., a standard deviation
of ~09 on a 5-point scale).
The correlations, both overall and within-squad,
are listed in Table 1.

Because of the low numbers of

scores involved, only seven of the 17 within-squad
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correlations were significant.

Those ranged from r = .79

tor= .99, and were primarily from the no-feedback group.
Overall the correlations were not high, but in view of
the differences between the two forms and the possible
existence of historical effect in some cases, they were
not a total surprise, and were not so low as to make
the old-form/new-form analysis meaningless.
The old-form scores had a range of 3.11 to 5.00,
a mean of 4.3737, and a standard deviation of .3939.
The new-form scores ranged from 3.11 to 6.89, with a
mean of 5.388, and a standard deviation of .7232.

Both

sets of scores were converted to standard scores based
on a distribution with a mean of 4.00 and a standard
deviation of .75.

Difference scores were calculated

and averaged to produce the supervisors' mean difference
scores shown in Table 2.
A one-tailed t-test on the results produced at-score

of 1.693, which with 15 degrees of freedom is not quite
significant at£ < .06.

Hypothesis 1 had to be rejected;

however, in view of the above-mentioned limitations to the
old-form/new-form analysis, these results provided some
indication of the predicted effect that a performance
appraisal feedback interview would have c
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Table 1
Old-form/New-form Correlations
Squad

r

n

Signif icance··k

Feedback Group

1
4
5

7
13
14
15
19
TOTAL

2
.69
.62
.90
.64
~67
.24
.48
.29

NS
NS
NS

5
5
5

E

NS
NS
NS
NS

5
5
6
7
40

< • 025

E

<

r

05

No-feedback Group

2
3
6
8
9
10
17
18
21
TOTAL
.......
✓\

.01
.79
.80
.96
.85
.99
.96
.87
.65
.62

Based on a one-tailed t-test

3
6
6
3
7

3
5

7
7
47

NS
E < . 05
E < ~ 05
NS
E < . 01
£ < • 05
£ < .005
E_ < • 005
NS
E < • 005
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Table 2
Old-form/New-form Analysis
Supervisors' Mean Difference Scores
Feedback Group_
Supervisor

Score

Supervisor

Score

1

- .40

2

.01

4

- .63

3

.13

5

-1.48

6

.76

7

- .33

8

~

13

- .88

9

.44

14

- .07

10

-1.18

15

.64

17

~33

19

c 38

18

.25

21

.30

N:

M:
SD:
Note .

No-feedback Group_

8

N:

- .3462
.6793

36

9

M:

. 1556

SD:

, 5467

Positive difference scores indicate greater severity
in the supervisory ratings on the new form.
Negative difference scores indicate leniency~
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Supervisor/Peer Analysis
As has already been mentioned, the overall evaluation scores for officers in the supervisor/peer analysis
excluded scores on the written expression dimension because that scale was not considered valid for use by peers.
A total of 99 officers were rated by both their
peers and supervisors.

Table 3 lists the supervisory-

score/peer-score correlations, which were greater than
those found in the old-form/new-form analysis c
overall correlations, significant at

E

<

The

.005, were

.67 for the feedback group, and .73 for the no-feedback
groupr

Nine of the 17 within-squad correlations were

significant, ranging from r = ~74 tor= .97.

Four of

those correlations were from squads in the feedback group,
while the other five were in the no-feedback group.
The supervisory scores ranged from 3.20 to 7.00,
had a mean of 5.398, and a standard deviation of .7648 (
Ranging from 3.55 to 6.23, the distribution of peer scores
had a mean of 5 c2349 and a standard deviation of c5640.
Both sets of scores were converted to standard scores
based on a distribution with a mean of 4 c00 and a standard
deviation of .75.

Difference scores were calculated

and averaged to produce the supervisors' mean difference
scores that are listed in Table 4.
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A one-tailed t-test on the results produced at-score

of 3.195, which with 15 degrees of freedom is significant
at£ < .005 r

This provided substantial support for Hy-

pothesis 2, indicating that the requirement to provide
a feedback interview apparently resulted in more lenient
ratings.
Magnitude of the Effect
When required to give feedback interviews supervisors
tended to rate more leniently, but by how much?

In order

to determine that, the raw scores in the supervisor/peer
analysis had to be reexamined.
Since all of the peer ratings were made under the
same feedback condition (i.e., without feedback),

they

once again provided a convenient, independent measure
for comparison purposes c

Calculating raw score differ-

ences, by subtracting each officer's peer rating from
his supervisor's rating and then averaging those difference
scores for each supervisor, it was found that ratings of
supervisors in the feedback group averaged .3986 higher
than corresponding peer ratings ~

By contrast, when super-

visors were not required to provide feedback interviews
their ratings were only .0016 higher than the corresponding peer ratings.

The difference between the two groups

was significant, ~(15) = 2.211, E < 005.
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Generally, the feedback-interview requirement tended
to inflate the ratings of supervisors who were in the
feedback group, but, as Table 5 indicates, the magnitude
of the effect varied among raters.

Furthermore, the dif-

ferences between supervisors' and peers' ratings varied
more among supervisors who were required to provide feedback interviews than among those who were not.
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Table 3
Supervisor/Peer Cor relations
Squad

r

n

Sign if icance·k

Feedback Group
1

4
5

7
13
14
15
19
TOTAL

.97
.78
.53
,90
.81
- .52
.94
.51
.67

6

E

NS
NS

5
5
6

5

5
6

7
45

< • 005

E. < . 01
~ < • 05
NS
E < • 005
NS
E < . 005

No-feedback Group

2
3

6
8
9
10
17
18
21
TOTAL

.81
.85
.64

. 02
. 82
.52
.74
.76
~74
.73

··- --·k

Ba sed on a one-tailed t-test
-

6

E

<

6

p

<

6
4
8
4
5
8
7
54

.OS

.025
NS
NS

p < '· 01

NS
NS
p < .01
p < . 05
E < .005
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Table 4
Supervisor/Peer Analysis
Supervisors' Mean Difference Scores
Feedback Group
Supervisor

Score

Supervisor

Score

1

1.08

2

- . 05

4

.52

3

- .72

5

.73

6

- . 06

7

- .01

8

-

13

r OO

9

- . 18

14

.27

10

~39

15

- . 10

17

- .so

19

, 21

18

- .51

21

- ~27

N:

Note .

No-feedback Group

N:

8

:t1:

.3375

M:

SD:

.4115

SD:

c20

9

- .2333
.3244

Positive difference scores indicate greater leniency in the supervisor's rating compared to the
peer ratings. Negative difference scores indicate severity.
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Table 5
Supervisor/Peer Analysis
Raw Score Differences
Feedback Group
Supervisor

Mean Difference

No-feedback Group
Supervisor

:Mean Difference

1

1.225

2

0.087

4

0.410

3

-0.278

5

0.830

6

0.070

7

0.017

8

0 ~020

13

0.104

9

-0.069

14

0.398

10

0.718

15

-0.032

17

-0.060

19

0.237

18

-0 .305

21

-0.169

N:
-

8

N:
-

9

M:
-·

0.3986

M:

0.0016

SD:

0.4331

SD:

0.3032

Discussion
The study demonstrated that when raters knew that
they would have to provide feedback interviews, they
rated more leniently than raters who did not have to
conduct the interviews.

The same effect had been reported

in previous studies (Stockford & Bissell, 1949; Sharon &
Bartlett, 1969), but there were some notable differences
between those studies and this.
Stockford and Bissell looked at a company in which
supervisors were not in the practice of having to provide
employees with direct feedback about their performance
appraisals.

By contrast, supervisors who participated

in this study had known, for as long as they had been
supervisors, that providing employees with feedback interviews was part of the performance appraisal system.
In all cases they had received experience and formal
training in providing such interviews.

Although they

were presumably better prepared than Stockford and Bissell's subjects to cope with the feedback-interview requirement, some of them still tended to upgrade their
ratings as a result of it.
Sharon and Bartlett's subjects were college students
who were asked to evaluate the performance of graduate
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assistant instructors.

Since the student-teacher re-

lationship differs considerably from the supervisorworker relationship in terms of the respective roles
occupied by rater and ratee, the results of this study
were more likely than Sharon and Bartlett's to generalize
to other contemporary work settings.
The current study had some limitations, however,
Hhich also deserve mention.

One problem, discussed

earlier, was the likely intrusion of historical effect
into the results of the old-form/new-form analysis.
Another factor that may have affected that part of the
study was the difference in purpose between the old and
new form.

The old-form ratings were regular performance

appraisals that supervisors had made for administrative
purposes, while the supervisors completed the new-form
ratings with the understanding that they were being used
solely for experimental purposes.

Sharon and Bartlett

had demonstrated that the rating's prescribed purpose,
as well as the existence of a feedback interview, could
influence leniency.

How much the purpose factor may

have affected the results seen in the old-form/new-form
analysis is unknown.
Because of organizational constraints that exist
when trying to conduct such an experiment in a field
setting, the researcher had to accept some undesirable
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conditions that in a laboratory would have been better
controlled.

For example, squad sizes varied; therefore,

all subjects' difference scores were not based on the
same number of trials.

Some supervisors rated as many

as eight officers, while others had as few as four.
Similar disparities occurred in the number of ratings
that comprised each officer's composite peer rating r
Although the researcher could randomly assign the supervisors to the respective conditions, the composition
of each supervisor's squad was already established.
It was impossible, therefore, to ensure that the squads
in the respective conditions were perfectly matched
on such variables as officers' and supervisors' experience levels, age, gender, race or ethnic origin, and
length of time in their current assignments.

All had

the potential to influence the study's results .
While great pains were taken to standardize the
instructions that were given to the participants, there
was, as has been noted, a need for the researcher to
give some additional personal instruction to some of
the subjects who were assigned to the feedback condition.
What additional influence that may have had on their
ratings is unknown .
So an

effect was demonstrated, but for practitioners

(e.g., personnel managers) is that necessarily a problem?
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They might argue that as long as all raters are operating under the same rules, the only problem resulting
from the feedback interview is that ratings will generally
be a bit higher and therefore restrict the effective
range of the rating scale .

Granted, a restricted range

would weaken the scale's ability to distinguish between
varying levels of performance, but feedback is a critical element of a performance appraisal system.

The

argument might go that feedback's value certainly outweighs whatever disadvantage results from rating scores
that are a little lenient.
There is no doubt that feedback is important, but
before getting into a discussion of its role in the
performance appraisal system, let us take another look
at what the feedback-interview requirement does to rating
scores.

If all raters responded equally to the task

of having to provide feedback interviews, the resulting
leniency of their ratings would be a matter of minor
consequence.

The addition of a leniency constant to

each individual's rating score would, although narrowing
the gap between average and outstanding employees, preserve the ranking of individuals within the distribution
of total scores.

It would therefore not significantly

affect management's ability to make some meaningful
comparisons when having to base their administrative
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decisions on performance appraisals.
Unfortunately, however, there is no leniency constant.

Reviewing Table 5, it was estimated that the

eight supervisors who were required to provide feedback interviews inflated their ratings by nearly fourtenths of a point.

That was the mean leniency compo-

nent for the entire group of raters, but it varied considerably from rater to rater.

One rater's ratings

were 1.225 higher than the corresponding peer ratings,
while another's were .032 below.

Although we do not

know how much of each rater's score is a reflection
of that rater's own tendency to rate either more leniently or more severely than his colleagues, we can
see that supervisors in the feedback group varied more
in their comparisons with their corresponding peer ratings (SD of .4331) than did supervisors in the no-feedback group (SD of .3032).

That suggests that the im-

position of the feedback-interview requirement had a
differential effect on the feedback-group raters, inflating the ratings of some more than others.
Sharon and Bartlett, who were able to study a
very large pool of raters, found that not all raters
were affected by having to provide face-to-face feedback.

That should not be surprising.

raters respond evenly?

Why would all

If the requirement to provide
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a feedback interview causes at least some raters to
rate more leniently than they otherwise would, it evidently produces conflict within the rater's mind.
How successful a person is in coping with that conflict
would depend on a number of interacting personality
characteristics that vary from one individual to another.
Although identification of those variables is beyond the
scope of this paper, possibilities might include the
rater's self-esteem, his prior interactions with the
ratee, his perception of the rating system's validity,
and his confidence in his own ability to justify the
ratings.
Since raters vary in their responses to the feedback-interview requirement, it follows then that there
is no leniency constant.

How much more lenient each

rater rates as a result of having to conduct a feedback interview varies, so the ranking of several individuals'

scores from a group of raters would probably

differ from what it would have been without feedback
interviews.

Miner (1968) cautioned against making the

feedback interview optional because it would result
in raters using different scales depending on whether
or not they intended to provide feedback.

Actually,

even when the interview is required of all raters it
adds error to the rating process because the degree
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to which the scores are distorted varies among raters.
Since employee development is one of the principle
reasons for rating job performance (Latham & Wexley,
1981), providing the ratee with feedback on his performance is obviously an integral part of any performance
apprais a l

system.

We should not dispense with the prac-

tice of providing feedback, but we need to be careful
about the placement of feedback within the appraisal
system.

As Meyer, Kay, and French (1965) noted, the

supervisor must fill two conflicting roles, judge and
coach, when appraising performance.

Providing feed-

back is essential when acting as a coach, but it is
neither necessary nor desirable when judging the employee.
Since the two roles are incompatible we should
separate them, so that raters who perform the judging
function would not be required to provide the ratee
with direct feedback.

Ideally, this is best accomplished

by dividing the roles among different raters.

A super-

visor's only concern would be helping the individual to
improve his performance.

The task of evaluating the

person for administrative purposes could be assigned
to alternative raters, such as peers or clients, or
both.

Those raters who provide the administrative

ratin g s would not have to give the ratee direct feedback,
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and therefore their ratings would be free of the error
that results from the feedback-interview requirement.
Peer evaluations, however, are not popular with
users, particularly in police departments (Love, 1981),
so most supervisors must perform the dual roles of
coach and judge when it comes to appraising job performance.

Unable to divide the roles among multiraters,

our next best option would be to separate them temporally.

Raters must be trained and encouraged to assume

their coaching roles early in the evaluation period.
Mutual discussion between supervisors and their employees about job performance should be occurring daily~
Periodically the supervisor should fill out a rating
form, and then informally discuss it with the ratee~
These informal discussions are when employees are most
receptive to feedback and willing to use it in order
to improve their performance.

The supervisor need

not assume the role of judge until the very end of the
evaluation period, and at that point there should no
longer be any need for him to provide the ratee with a
feedback interview.

Ratees are entitled to know what

the results of their final evaluations are, but that
could be accomplished by sending them a copy.

Since

the interviews following the formal appraisals are not
necessary, and since they apparently allow more error
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to enter the rating process, why require them?
There is room for further research in this area
regarding the question of why some raters are affected
by the feedback interview requirement.

What are the

variables that cause a rater to rate more leniently
when he knows that he has to personally discuss the
ratings with the ratee?

Three possible variables

come to mind .
First, is there a relationship between the number
of opportunities, or amount of time, a rater has had
to observe the ratee's performance, and the rater's
ability to resist rating more leniently when having
to provide a feedback interview?

If the rater's

ability to resist rating more leniently is related
to his confidence in the accuracy of the ratings he
has made, one would expect that confidence to be directly related to the degree of opportunity the rater has
had to observe the ratee's performance.
Secondly, how thoroughly a rater has documented
the ratee's performance may be a determinant of how
willing the rater is to engage in a verbal defense of
the ratings.

If this is the case one might expect

to see a direct relationship between the amount of
documentation in the rater's notes and his ability to
resist rating more leniently when havin g to provide
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a feedback interview.
Finally, a rater may feel anxiety and discomfort
when facing a feedback interview, because he is about
to do something that is relatively new to him -- talk
to the employee about the latter's job performance.
Raters who have procrastinated about addressing performance problems during the evaluation period may
be very reluctant to spring any surprises during the
formal appraisal's feedback interview.

If that is

the case, one mig~t see a direct relationship between
the amount of performance related counseling a rater
does during the evaluation period and the rater's
ability to resist rating leniently in the face of
a feedback interview.
Further inquiry into all three of these areas
is likely to provide us with useful information for
training raters to more effectively cope with their
roles in performance appraisal, and for developing
appraisal systems that minimize the error which results
from rater-ratee interaction.

Appendix

BEHAVIORALLY ANCHORED
RATING SCALES FOR
POLICE OFFICERS
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Interpersonal Relations

7

(Rises above personal prejudices and aninnsities, treating
peers and citizens with respect and objectivity.
I

~

(Is very successful in getting involved parties to resolve
their differences peacefully when assigned to mediate

__6+
,-~

dorrestic disputes.
(Dem:mstrates compassion and empathy when dealing with a
victim of a serious criITE.
(Likes to talk with people in his/her district, and
consequently is well thought of by the citizens c

_ _5--+-

'(Never observed "running down" his/her fellow officers.

l

;--~(fues not belittle new officers; makes them feel that they
:
are welcome.
j

;----(M:iintains a strictly methodical, businesslike manner in
!
all interactions with citizens.

_ _4-+-_

(Is friendly with fellow officers of his/her experience
level, but acts aloof from new officers .

!1/(When

assigned to work with a partner, works harrroniously
if the partner is a merrber of his/her sex; however,
sOITEtimes has problems when assigned to \VOrk with a
rnerrber of the opposite sex.

'.

1

·
I

..---(Uses courtesy and respect to others only when shown
courtesy and respect by them.
3
Keeps to him/herself, choosing not to talk with fellow
officers.
/

r

~Avoids contact with the public whenever possible.

{"Talks down" to people he/she meets in the course of
his/her duties, causing citizens to corrplain that he/she
is arrogant.

2

Because of a '1)ull-in-a-china-shop" approach, is consistently unable to work with other officers or citizens.
Escalates verbal conflicts with citizens, suspects, and
other officers
6

- -1

f
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Dependability
7

6

5

fut late for work during entire rating period, and
meets deadlines consistently.
Is never late with an assignment or for a neeting,
or absent from his/her assigned area of responsibility,
without just cause .
Needs to be told only one tirre what his/her instructions
are, and upon corrpletion of an assignment the results
are exactly what were requested.
Completes
all assigned tasks with a rninirrn.nn of super.
.
vision .
Is alrrost never late to work and takes pride in being
counted on to be on the job~
Completes assignments on time without complaint.

4

3

Usually completes work within tirrE limits prescribed.
\Carries out his/her assignments adequately, requiring
occasional supervision~
Completes assignments accurately, but sorretirrEs lingers
too long with them.
Occasionally fails to anffiver irrrrediately when called
on the radio.
Tends to linger too long on breaks.
t be closely nonitored to ensure proper corrpletion
of even t½e simplest assignments.
(As a ffi3.tter of routine is five to ten minutes late

for scheduled lineups, meetings, or classes.
2

1

Forgets his/her assignments.
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P.ffiptabili ty
7

Can be rotated arrong different assigrnrents with no
noticeable decline in productivity or efficiency ,
Exudes a positive approach to changes in schedules and
policies, encouraging optirrism in fellow officers that
the changes are likely to improve things c
,Improves as experience is gained, and learns from
his/her mistakes.
Readily adjusts to and learns a new rrethod after just
one walk-through or briefing.
{Always accepts constructive criticism with a positive
attitude.
Shows little enntional stress when dealing with novel
and/or potentially dangerous situations.
~Expects constructive criticism and even asks for it.
~acts defensively to criticism, but uses it to improve
his/her perforrmnce~

6

5

4 :_ .,/,,(Accepts changes in policies and procedures while com-- /
plaining about the changes.
His/her productivity declines when he/ she is required
to ride in an area other than that which is usually
assigned (
(Is slow to adopt new changes in techniques and policies,
claiming that the old way was the best way
Refuses to accept new rrethods and techniques, insisting
on doing it "the way I've always done it".

/
3
-- ·
/

r

/After mistakes are pointed out to him/her, he/ she acts
/dejected and sulks for several days thereafter ,
isplays a blase' attitude toward rules and regulations,
preferring to "do it my own way" r
Displays defensiveness and anger when corrected by
his/her supervisor.
es not accept constructive criticism and attempts to
rennve blame from him/herself by placing it on others.

1/
2

1
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Appearance and Demeanor

7
Impeccable condition of shoes, unifonn, and hair, indicates that he/she devotes a great deal of attention
to rraintaining an impressive appearance.
Consistently maintains a military bearing and neat
appearance, and is well groorred.

6

ill dress in the appropriate civilian attire when
a ttencling judicial proceedings.
(Seldom has to be reminded to clean his/her leather
or press his/her uniforrn.
(Wears uniforms which are well-kept, vvi th the occasional
exception of a missing button.

5

(looks sharp during the day and evening shifts, but slacks
off on appearance when working the midnight shift.
(Generally looks good in appearance, but there is usually
one flaw, whether it be posture, alertness, or a spot on
his/her uniform, which detracts a little from his/her
overall appearance.

4

Twice over the past six mJ11ths has had to be reminded to
trim his/her hair.
1 Sometines

has to be told about shoes being lIDpolished or
dirty, but passes announced uniform inspections c
1ust be reminded about once a nonth to give nore attention
to his/her uniforrn and its neatness.

3

(Appears in court in civilian clothing vvhich does not
conform to acceptable standards.
About once a week during this rating period, he/ she has
been ordered to have some part of his/her uniform cleaned .
.Jhen reporting to work on any shift, his/her shoes need
shining, and his/her uniforrn is usually wrinkled or
dirty.

2

(While his/her uniform is well cared for, bad breath or
excessive body odor affects the impression he/she makes
on others.
,__ _,J. eports to work filth food stains m his/her uniform, and

smes which appear not to have been shined or cleaned in
several weeks.

1

Equipment 11:lintenance and Operation

7

___---{Averages 95-100 when firing the P.C.C

6 _ _ ~Cmsistently qualifies at the expert level of firearms
/
proficiency"
{Drives and cares for his/her assigned vehicle as if
it were his/her own.
-(Leaves vehicle in clean condition \vhen tt.m1ing it in.

1
(Is likely to wash and vacuum assigned vehicle several
__5-+- tim2s weekly.
1

II

1

Has received one sustained INOI for the loss or darmge
of departrrent equipIIE1t during the past six mmths ,.
(Averages 70-75 when firing the P.C . C"
Sometines leaves trash in his/her vehicle when checking it back in.

4

Sorretines checks his/her assigned vehicle in with an
empty gas tank, even when he/she has tine to fill it.
(He/she returns an assigned vehicle at the end of a shift
with trash in it and a gas tank less than one-fourth
filled.
(fues not replace items used from vehicle during his/her
tour of duty.
Has had nnre than two chargeable accidents or sustained
complaints for unsafe/careless driving during the past
six rronths.
Cannot satisfactorily qualify with his/her fireann.

3

(Does not exercise due care when operating his/her
_ _ 2 - / / patrol vehicle, resulting in complaints from fellow
officers.

1/

1
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Knowledge
7

(Never has to ask for advice on procedures, rules, or regulations, always knowing the anSvver or where to find it.
----(Is an excellent source of informa.tion for his/her fellow officers about suspects or trouble areas in the
sector.

6

1en handling assignna1ts dennnstrates that he/she is
familiar with recent changes to statutes and procedures.

5

Is consulted by other officers ·when they need information for referring citizens to appropriate corrrrn..n:1ity
service agencies.
Is relied upon by other officers for up-to-date information on court dates and periods \Vrlen court appearances
should not be set because of holidays or judges' vacations.
1Is

a good intelligence source on the squad for inforrnatim about crirrrinal suspects in the area, but does not
keep up with technical knowledge about departrrental procedures and laws.

(Ibes not read new laws or procedures tmtil the applicable
problems arise, but does possess a good working knowledge of established laws, rules, and procedures needed
to perfonn his/her job.
·1e having a good grasp of teclmical knowledge required for the job, does not keep current in "street
knowledge" of his/her assigned area.

4

Has to ask other officers for proper statutes to use
when taking enforcerrent action against conmm traffic
violations.

3

Leaves sorre evidence at crime scenes because he/she does
not always realize its potential value for investigative
or prosecutive purposes.
/

~His/her arrests indicate an inadequate knowledge of the
2 1/ eleTIH1ts of certa:in crirres.
- ~
~Allows misdeIIEanors to occur in his/her presence without
/
taking any action because he/ she is not familiar with the
elenEnts needed to constitute violations of the laws l

-----<Due

to an ignorance of the limits of his/her authority,
he/she violates individuals' rights .

1
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Initiative
7

6

resents well thought out suggestions to alleviate/
solve crime problems, and then volunteers to help carry out any tasks that are necessary.
Takes innovative police action promptly and on his/her
ovJn initiative.
Goes beyond the basic requirements in all endeavors.
Volunteers for assignrrfflts even if they are difficult or
distasteful.

- -5

olunteers for assignrrfflts to train others o
ill offer suggestions when the squad is confronted with
unusual and novel crirre problems.

'-Has on his/her own found three stolen vehicles in the
past three mmths .
.---(Enrolls in college courses designed to improve his/her
job-related lmowledge ~
Is selective in volunteering for assignments, choosing
4
only those which might be interesting or can be easily
accomplished.
Avoids opportlfilities for self-improvement, such as Departrrent-sponsored courses.
asked to take on an extra assignrrent, responds by
pointing out that there are others nnre junior than
3
he/she is.
oes not follow up on investigative leads U1less specifically told to do so by 0is/her supervisor e
orking the day-shift in patrol, averages two traffic
contacts per nmth .
2

Displays a reluctance to take charge of a difficult
"street" situation and assert his/her authority.

::::---<Is
just putting in time, doing the minimum arrolll1t of
vX:>rk necessary to get by .
Passes by obviously suspicious individuals or vehicles
without bothering to check them out .

1
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Judgment and Decision Making
7

es decisims which others can rely upm with confidence.
1 Can properly assess errergency "in-progress" calls while
responding, and decides upon the correct approach to
~

{Thinks before he/she acts.
(Is quick to becorre aware of problems and to set proper
priorities in seeking sound solutions
Does not make decisions which exceed his/her decisionrmking authority.
{Is often slow to rmke a decision, but usually selects
the best alternative .
(His/her judgment is norrrally sound, but sOTIE of his/her
/ decisions cannot be relied upon with complete confidence.
(Frequently seeks a second opinion before deciding what
to do when handling calls (
(Does not discuss decisions with his/her supervisor before
imking them, even when discussion w::>uld be appropriate.
(Takes off-duty enforcerrent action for very minor violations of the law.
(Does not think ahead and fails to prioritize problems
that are encounteredr
Knowingly operates within the "gray" area with respect
to legal restrictions on his/her authority when there
is a chance to rmke a felony arrest .
(Must be prodded to rmke a decision, even when all the
facts are available .
(When interviEWing suspicious people on the street does
not try to keep them from standing next to his/her
service revolver.
Acts before he/she thinks.
(Knowingly violates individuals' rights to rmke arrests

6

5

3

2
/ /

1/
1

each situation.

or solve cases, ascribing to the philosophy that the
end always justifies the IIEans.
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Health and Physical Condition
7

~Chased a fleeing suspect on foot for nore than a
quarter-mile and arrested him.
In excellent physical condition, he/she spends several
6
hours a week on a personal fitness program.
(Dennnstrates the ability to subdue virtually anyone in
a one-on-one confrontation.
Denrnstrates the physical ability to perfonn job-related
tasks such as chasing suspects, pushing cars, and
clinbing buildings.
5
nstrates an ability to subdue rrost resistors with
appropriate restraints.
Is qualified to assist the Police Academy staff as a
physical training instructor ,
Is concerned with proper diet and nutrition, but does
not exercise regularly e
4
Is about ten polIDds overweight.
fues not run or exercise c
/
/
3

2

1

/(Displays a casual attitude about diet in spite of
being overweight.
Is extremely slOvJ and U1able to nm after a fleeing
suspect for tmre than one block.
Unable to nm for rrnre than 100 yards at a titre, and
possesses little stamina <
Cannot climb over a chain-link fence.
s denn1strated an inability to restrain a subject,
regardless of size, when in a one-on-one situation.
Fellow officers complain that he/she is TIDre of a
hindrance than a help when they are trying to restrain
arrest resisters c
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Written Expression
7

(Writes reJX)rts which are cmcise, organized, and de/

tailed, and leave no room for questions.

~{Writes reports -which are clear, and unlikely to raise

6

5

4

3
-/

questions in the reader's mind about what happened ,
ites reports which accurately convey his/her TIEssage.
About 90% of his/her reports are approvable without any
corrections necessary.
The narrative JX)rtions of his/her reports are legible and
well organized, but contain occasional grarrmatical
errors.
(His/her reports are clear and to the point, but his/her
writing style is "stiff" -- i . e., characterized by brief,
clipped sentences and limited vocabulary.
{His/her reports contain pertinent information, but they
are too vX)rdy, someti.rres twice as long as they could be.
,Jri tes narratives to accident reJX)rts 'v\1hich describe
what happened in chronological order, but accompanying
diagrams are often JX)Orly drawn.
His/her reports are typically deficient in not more than
one of the follOvJing areas: spelling, granrnar, legiillity, clarity, objectivity.
ites reports which are not easily understood, and
which contain an occasional misspelled "WOrd.
(Officer's reports typically have deficiencies i n ~
of the follOvJing areas: spelling, gramnar, legibility,
clarity, objectivity ,
~ i tes reJX)rts 'Which dwell nore on theory than fact.

~ f1'bre than one-fourth of all reports he/she writes have
2
--

to be completely revrritten for some reason or other.
(His/her reports fail to describe what happened in a
clear and understandable fashion, and virtually always
require some oral explanation.
/ i t e s reports which are completely illegible.

1
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Oral Expression
7
--

- -6

Is specific and clear to back-up uni ts when giving them
instructions over the radio regarding their response
to a crime in progress.
Is an accomplished speaker who speaks clearly in all
situations, and listens with interest when others are
expressing their ideas.
/

~Is cornfortable speaking before an mfarniliar group of
,citizens, and can present a well organized program

1/

Is seldom heard to use profane, obscene, or vulgar
expressions when speaking(
Is nervous when called upon to TIEke an oral presentation before a squad or small group, but is able to
speak clearly and distinctly.
{Speaks. clearly, but in a steady nonotone lacking expression.
Successfully conveys his/her ideas and instructions
orally, but is not an accomplished speaker, relying
much m ''street'' vernacular.
Speaks well, but som2times interrupts others.
4

1

..J

ses proper signals and demeanor when speaking over the
radio, but often speaks too fast for the receiving
units to copy informa.tionf
Uses poor gramrrEr, but conmunicates the intended
rressage when speaking.
,Is too long filnded ,vhen talking on the radio, using
excessive air tine .
His/her language is typically sprinkled with obscenities, regardless of who might be around to hear.
(Speaks in a timid, lrnv voice, causing his/her listeners
to request that he/she speak up or repeat him/herself.

2

1

It is soiretinEs difficult for his/her listener to understand what he/she is saying, TIEking extensive follow-up
questiming necessary.
Uses slang and sarcastic expressions while broadcasting
over the radio ~
~Speaks with slang, colloquial, and profane/vulgar expressions, which are distracting, errbarrassing to others, and
not effective in conmunicating the intended rressage.
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